HELPFUL URLs FROM TRAINING

TEACHING SOCIAL EMOTIONAL SKILLS

Best Practices website — https://bestpractices.gsu.edu

OTAGS Home Page — https://bestpractices.gsu.edu/resources/otags/

Coping Strategies — https://bestpractices.gsu.edu/document/my-coping-strategies/

Feelings Cards for Matching or BINGO — https://bestpractices.gsu.edu/document/feelings-matching/

When I’m Angry cards — https://bestpractices.gsu.edu/document/when-im-angry-poster/

Super Friend Scripted Story — https://bestpractices.gsu.edu/document/cali-is-a-super-friend-share/

Kindness Game — https://bestpractices.gsu.edu/document/activities-kindness-game/

Problem Solving Cards — https://bestpractices.gsu.edu/document/problem-solving-cards/

Visual Prompt Cards — https://bestpractices.gsu.edu/document/visual-prompt-cards/?wpdm-dl=1298&refresh=612682381d0221629913656

Hands to Yourself — https://bestpractices.gsu.edu/document/hands-to-yourself/

Large Group Routine — https://bestpractices.gsu.edu/document/large-group-routine/

Mealtime Routine Checklist — https://bestpractices.gsu.edu/document/routine-checklist/

Get Epic — https://www.getepic.com/

Conscious Discipline — https://consciousdiscipline.com/